In this note we state a theorem which guarantees the existence and uniqueness of a global solution for the Cauchy initial value problem for a complete, regular system of partial differential equations of first order for one unknown function on a manifold-all data being of class C 00 . This result depends on one hand on an investigation of the following problem for a w-dimensional C°°-manifold W, which is foliated by r-dimensional leaves, the leaf passing through wÇ: W being denoted by C( W )i Given a &-dim. submanifold A of W with k+r^m, find a foliated C°°-manifold S and a C°°-immersion j: S->W such that (i)
In this note we state a theorem which guarantees the existence and uniqueness of a global solution for the Cauchy initial value problem for a complete, regular system of partial differential equations of first order for one unknown function on a manifold-all data being of class C 00 . This result depends on one hand on an investigation of the following problem for a w-dimensional C°°-manifold W, which is foliated by r-dimensional leaves, the leaf passing through wÇ: W being denoted by C( W )i Given a &-dim. submanifold A of W with k+r^m, find a foliated C°°-manifold S and a C°°-immersion j: S->W such that (i) j(S) = \JaeA C(a), (ii) each leaf of S is mapped under j onto a leaf of W. Concerning this problem we prove: If for all a^A the tangent spaces of A and C( a ) at the point a have only the zero vector in common and if-in case r>l-for all aÇzA the leaf C< a ) is simply connected, then there exist S and j with the desired properties. From this result and from the theory of characteristics for the above mentioned systems (essentially due to Cauchy, Lie, Goursat and E. Cartan [2] ) 2 we obtain the announced theorem. Complete proofs and other applications will be published elsewhere. We call a solution (D, j, ƒ), k: A->D of the problem (P) unique for every ƒ G ^(JP), for which (Z>, 7, ƒ), £: A-*D is a solution of problem (P) too, it follows ƒ=ƒ.
In order to introduce the concept of a "global" solution 4 of (P) we have to review the theory of characteristics for W:
Let TT: r*
(AT)^M, ^: T*(M)XR-+T*(M), z: T*(M)XR->R denote the natural projections and define <t>: = w o\[/. On the manifold T*(M)XR we have the following natural Pfaffian form v\ If a; = (a)Xa)eT*(M)XR and XG(T*(M)XR) a then

*(X) := <fe(X) -»(**(-X)).
Since o-(S(W)
) is open in M, one can assume without loss of generality that <r is surjective. 4 The most immediate idea, to call a solution of (P) If W is complete and regular, one proves that {C w } we w forms an r-dim. involutive distribution on W, the maximal (connected) integral manifolds of which are called the characteristic submanifolds of W. The characteristic submanifold passing through wÇzW will be denoted by C( W ). Its tangent space at w will be identified with C w .
Assume now that W is complete and regular: If S is an arbitrary subset of §>(W) we call the characteristic hull of S the set of all s&(W) with the following property: There exists a continuous map c: [0, l]-»S(W0 with c(0)GSand c(l)==s and such that toc:[0,l] ->W is a map into one of the characteristic submanifolds of W. 5 The second of these two equations is due to A. Mayer [4] 
